
Assembly Instructions 

Porch Swing 

 

Thank you for choosing        Furniture Co. 

We hope that this piece brings you many years of enjoyment! 

 

For help with assembling your furniture,                                                

or if you have missing hardware, please email us at 

help@aandlfurniture.com or call us at 866-896-5747 



PARTS (included) HARDWARE (included) 

¼” x 4¾” Bolts (2) 

¼” x 2¾” Bolts (2) 

¼” x 2” Bolts (2) 

5/16”  x 4” Eyebolts (4) 

Flat Washers (4) 

5/16”  Hex Nuts (4) 

Allen Wrench (1) 

Swing Chain (2) 

or Rope (4) 

TOOLS NEEDED 

½” Wrench or Socket 
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STEP 2 

Attach the arms using 2¾” bolts to the seat and 2” bolts to the back. (See photos 3 and 4.) Once everything 

is attached and all the bolts are started you can tighten everything using the Allen wrench. 
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Swing Seat (1) 

Back Rest (1) 

Left Arm (1) 

Right Arm (1) 
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STEP 1 

Attach back rest to the swing seat. (See photo 1.) Insert 4¾” bolts through the predrilled holes in the back 

rest and screw them into the metal inserts in the swing seat. (See photo 2.) Do not fully tighten before 

Step 2. 
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STEP 3 

Now you need to put one eyebolt in the back rest and one in the seat on each end of the swing. (See photo 

5 & 6.) 
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STEP 4 

The holes for the eyebolts are not pre-threaded; you will need to use washers and nuts as shown (photo 7). 

Hook the chain onto the eyebolts (photo 7). The short part of the “V” in the chain (photo 8) goes to the back 

rest; the longer part goes down through the arm (photo 9) to the seat. Once you have the chain properly 

hooked on the eyebolts you need to tighten the nuts on the eyebolt using ½” wrench or socket. Tighten   

until the open end of the eyebolts pull in against the wood making it impossible for the chain to slip off. 

STEP 5 

Attach the rope to the swing. Take a rope, put the end through the hole in the armrest, & through the     

eyebolt below the arm. Pull on through the eyebolt & make a knot in the end of the rope. (See photos      

below.) Attach another rope to the eyebolt in the back assembly the same way then repeat on other side. 

The swing is now ready to hang. Hook the rings on hooks at the ceiling or if you purchased comfort springs 

hook the rings on one end of the springs and hook the other end of the springs to the ceiling. The two ropes 

on one side of the swing can hook on the same hook for hanging. 
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If you bought rope instead of chain with your swing see Step 5 and 6 below on how to attach. 

STEP 6 

You will now need to adjust the ropes until the swing is at the desired height. The ropes are all fully          

adjustable. To lower the swing push the bottom loops on the end of the rope further up the rope then hold 

the top loops with one hand & pull the end of the rope up through the loops. To raise the swing pull the 

rope through the loops in the opposite direction. The ropes attached to the front of the swing will need to be 

adjusted to a different length than the ropes attached to the back. If the swing hangs crooked adjust the 

ropes accordingly until it hangs properly. 

How to make a knot: 


